
 

 The African Union for Housing Finance (AUHF) was established as a member-based 

body of housing lenders in 1984. Today, the AUHF comprises of 46 members from 17 

countries across the continent. Members include commercial and mortgage banks, 

building societies, microfinance banks/institutions, housing development corporations, 

and other institutions involved in the mobilization of funds for shelter and housing. As 

an industry body, the AUHF promotes the development of effective housing finance 

markets, and delivery of affordable housing across Africa. http://www.auhf.co.za/ 

 

This Fact Sheet outlines the findings of CAHF’s analysis of the economic impact of South Africa’s subsidised housing programme.  

Housing subsidies provide necessary basic support that facilitates access to decent, affordable accommodation for people 

otherwise unable to afford it. However, the impacts of subsidies on national economies run much deeper than the impact on 

households themselves. This analysis applied CAHF’s housing cost benchmarking and housing economic value chain 

methodologies to quantify the impact of South Africa’s housing subsidy system on the national economy.  

An economic value chain describes the linkages on both the input (upstream) and output (downstream) sides of a particular 

economic activity and quantifies the economic value creation in an economy arising from that activity. Housing economic value 

chains therefore describe the extent to which economic actors add value to the economy during the process of building, 

improving and renting houses of all types, through the addition of various factors of production: their intellect, skills and physical 

activities (labour) and their payments of rent and interest, and generation of profits (gross operating surplus).  The valuation of 

these activities may be impacted by the extent to which they are subjected to indirect taxes, or are subsidised, by government 

(net indirect taxes less subsidies).   

The Role of Housing Subsidies in the Economy 

By stimulating the development of houses in whole or in part, government subsidies therefore have impacts way beyond simply 

causing houses to be constructed for ownership or rental.  Economic arguments in favour of subsidising housing are usually based 

on the assertion that home ownership creates positive externalities for others in society because i) home owners take better care 

of the properties they occupy and this benefits them and their neighbours; and ii) because home owners have a direct stake in 

the country and its future, home ownership increases social stability.  

South Africa’s history of land dispossession creates another argument for the subsidisation of housing: subsidies have the 

potential to redress historical land dispossession, specifically in the context of an urbanising society such as South Africa. 

Subsidies also have the potential to guide urban and housing development in ways that overcome the legacy of apartheid-era 

spatial form and the costs that this imposes on large segments of the population who can least afford them, such as very high 

costs of commuting from distant locations and lack of access to centrally-located services and markets. Subsidies also assist in 

making home ownership affordable for a greater proportion of households who would otherwise not have access.  

Economic Impact of South Africa’s Subsidised 
Housing Programme 
Main Findings and Recommendations 
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While well-designed subsidies should increase the supply of 

subsidised accommodation at any given price range and hence 

improve affordability, it is likely that the benefit of subsidies will 

be split between the ultimate beneficiary (consumer) and the 

producers of that accommodation depending on the dynamics 

of the particular housing system being subsidised. 

The economic impacts of housing subsidies do not depend on 

who actually receives them, but rather on the dynamics of the 

housing market, and the sensitivity of both housing demand 

and housing supply to price changes. This does not imply that it 

is unimportant who benefits from subsidies (targeting of 

beneficiaries is a critical outcome of any subsidy policy), but 

rather that—from a macroeconomic context—it is the fact of 

subsidies being applied rather than the statutory target of the 

subsidy that matters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Subsidised Housing Cost Benchmarking 

The housing cost benchmarking analysis undertaken for 2018 shows that the total cost of different subsidised housing products 

ranges from R158 000 for a fully-subsidised serviced site in an Upgrading of Informal Settlement Programme (UISP) development 

to R690 000 for a house partially subsidised by the Finance Linked Individual Subsidy Programme (FLISP). This analysis shows 

that, at current prevailing development costs, there is a significant shortfall between the total cost of subsidised houses and the 

designated subsidy amounts. These ‘unfunded mandates’ create inefficiencies in many of the housing subsidy programmes as 

they rely on non-subsidy money to top up the subsidy amounts that are inadequate to fulfil the development requirements of 

the products they aim to subsidise.  

The Figure below shows the main housing subsidy instruments, their values and the proportions of the benchmarked housing 

product costs that are unfunded mandates, which implies these balancing amounts need to be funded from other sources.   

Difference Between Total Product Cost and Total Subsidy Amount for Key Subsidy Programmes 

About the research 
 

This fact sheet summarises the facts, findings and 
recommendations contained within the full report, 
“Analysing the Economic Impact of South Africa’s 
Subsidy Housing Instruments: Cost Benchmarking and 
Impact on the Economy”, written by David Gardner, 
Keith Lockwood, and Jacus Pienaar of the Centre for 
Affordable Housing Finance in Africa (CAHF) in March 
2019. The full report is available at: 
http://housingfinanceafrica.org/documents/analysing-
the-economic-impact-of-south-africas-subsidy-housing-
instruments-cost-benchmarking-and-impact-on-the-
economy/ 
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Subsidised Housing Delivery  

The research shows that delivery statistics for the main subsidised housing products including subsidised serviced sites (UISP), 

Breaking New Ground (BNG) houses, Community Residential Units (CRU) and FLISP subsidised houses have remained roughly 

static over the last four years at between 180 000 and 160 000 units per annum.  Delivery figures are shown in the Figure below. 

South Africa’s Subsidised Housing Delivery Statistics (2014/15 to 2017/18) 

Financial Year 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 

Upgrading Informal Settlements (UISP) Phase Two 74017 52349 75941 67548 

BNG Subsidy 95210 99904 90692 86611 

Social Housing 2053 3480 3595 3535 

Community Residential Units 8994 2152 981 546 

Finance-Linked Individual Subsidy  2253 2660 2295 

Total Housing Opportunities 180274 160138 173869 160535 
 

Impact of Subsidised Housing on South Africa’s Economy  

The Figure below shows South Africa’s estimated subsidy housing value chain for the 2017/18 financial year. 

 

• At the above rate of subsidised housing delivery, subsidised housing products to the value of R42.7 billion were delivered 

in the 2017/18 fiscal year. 

o This comprises R26.2 billion of intermediate inputs purchased from other sectors of the economy and R16.5 billion of 

gross value added (GVA) during the construction process.  
 

• The subsidy value chain has a significant direct impact multiplier of 2.58 because of the ratio of GVA to intermediate 

inputs.  

o Without taking import leakages into account, this means that for every R1 paid to the contractor, a further R1.58 is 

paid to suppliers of intermediate inputs in other sectors of the economy – most notably manufacturing sectors. 
 

• The R 42.7 billion contributed to gross fixed capital formation through the development of these subsidised sites and houses 

was subsidised to the amount of R30.2 billion (71 percent) and required an additional contribution of R12.5 billion (the 

remaining 29 percent).  

o Intermediate inputs accounted for 61 percent of the value of domestic production of subsidized housing, and GVA 

comprises the remaining 39 percent.  

▪ 83 percent of intermediate inputs were sourced from secondary (mainly manufacturing) sectors, with 13 percent 

from tertiary (services) sectors and the remaining 4 percent from primary sectors of the economy.  

▪ This indicates the important stimulus subsidised housing provides to South Africa’s industrial development and 

services growth strategy. 
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• The Gross Value Added (GVA) comprises R6.4 billion of labour remuneration (39 percent of sector GVA), R4.4 billion of 

gross operating surplus (27 percent of GVA) and R5.6 billion in indirect taxes (34 percent of GVA). 

 

• Without considering personal and corporate taxation generated through subsidised housing construction, R5.6 billion of 

the subsidised housing construction value chain flows back to the fiscus through indirect taxes (mostly as VAT).  

 

• Subsidised housing directly supported around 56 000 formal employment opportunities in 2017/18. While informal 

employment may not have been directly supported, subsequent activities related to construction on serviced stands and 

expansion and improvement of the subsidised stock will support informal employment. 

 

Subsidised Housing Contribution to South African Housing Constructi0n Economy  

The Figure below illustrates the proportion of the total housing construction value chain for South Africa that is contributed by 

subsidised housing. 

 

• While the direct contribution of housing to the South African economy declined from 3.9 percent of GDP to 3.7 percent 

between 2016 and 2017, in nominal terms housing construction grew 7.5 percent over this period. Taking account of a 

higher than CPI building cost inflation, this implies a very low or slightly negative rate of housing sector value added.  

 

• Subsidised housing contributed an estimated 50 percent to the economic impact of South Africa’s entire housing 

construction output in 2017.    

o The subsidised housing programme provides a relatively consistent investment into South Africa’s construction sector.  

o This provides a level of intermediate input stability to the country’s secondary and tertiary sectors.  

o A high proportion of expenditure on subsidised housing stimulates local upstream manufacturing sectors.  

 

• Subsidised housing directly contributes half a percent of South Africa’s GDP.  

o Housing construction accounted for 29 percent of total construction value added, and subsidised housing accounts for 

42 percent of housing construction value added. 
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Key Findings 

This analysis highlights the critical role that South 

Africa’s subsidised housing programme plays 

beyond the constitutionally enshrined right of all 

South African households to progressively realise 

access to decent accommodation. Notwithstanding 

this generally positive impact, the analysis identifies 

a number of problem areas in South Africa’s 

subsidised housing system.  

• Subsidising housing provides a social safety 

net, creates fixed capital assets in the 

economy that can be used for future 

development and enterprise, and has a 

positive multiplier effect on upstream 

industry.  

 

o The subsidised housing value chain analysis above calculates only the direct economic impact of the subsidy housing 

programme. To calculate the full economic benefit to the economy would require consideration of the indirect impact 

and the induced impact1 from this economic activity. 

 

• Subsidised housing creates a platform for future private or household investment that enhances household wealth and 

incomes, and hence stimulates the economy.  

 

o Housing creates a base from which many households operate and grow livelihood strategies. A healthy and stable 

home environment can contribute to improved incomes, better educational outcomes, reduced unnecessary living 

costs and often creates a platform for microenterprises to develop.  

o Having a home, in itself, can also stimulate household expenditure on related goods and services such as furnishings, 

electronic equipment and other household services. 

 

• An important constraint of the subsidy approach in South Africa is the high level and proportion of subsidy money in 

most of the housing products developed. A programme that facilitated greater amounts of private and household capital 

contributions would assist to improve the overall impact of the subsidy programme, both in terms of the scale of 

construction impact and the number of beneficiaries it could reach.  

 

• A subsidy approach that allowed for 

larger numbers of smaller projects could 

ensure engagement of many more 

contractors and developers (including 

households themselves) in the 

development process, so spreading the 

impact from the subsidy value chain. 

 
1 When the households that received income as a direct or indirect consequence of the initial order use that income to purchase goods and services, this gives 

rise to the generation of further sales in those sectors of the economy that supply household goods and services. This is referred to as the induced impact of the 

initial sales order. 
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• The primary focus on ownership limits the potential impact of the subsidised rental housing as an economic driver, 

with only 121 000 social housing units under regulation by the Social Housing Regulatory Authority. However, the 

number of subsidised houses that enter the rental market is substantial, and this plays a critical role in enabling the 

better utilisation of subsidised housing assets at a national scale.  

 

• South Africa’s subsidised housing approach also creates various anomalies and inefficiencies in the housing market. 

The need to align many competing sources of financing at national, provincial and local government levels creates 

bottlenecks and funding gaps.  

o The need to coordinate land, infrastructure and housing funds can lead to complex project funding arrangements.  

 

 

About the methodology for estimating the economic impact of subsidised 
housing 
 
This project combined CAHF’s Housing Cost Benchmarking and Housing Economic Value Chain methodologies. 
 
The Housing Cost Benchmarking analysis identifies all key types of subsidised housing, and develops detailed cost 
breakdowns of the total development cost of these units using up to date Quantity Surveyor information for over 300 
data points in the cost of developing housing.  This enables the total estimated development cost to be compared to the 
statutory subsidy limits, in order to assess differences between actual and deemed costs.    
 
The Housing Economic Value Chain analysis uses available information to quantify the total direct economic impact of 
these subsidy houses. This is based on the extensive analysis of South Africa’s housing economic value chains contained 
in another report:  http://housingfinanceafrica.org/documents/quantifying-south-africas-housing-economic-value-
chain-in-2017/ 
 
Complete details on the methodology and data sources are included in the full report: 
http://housingfinanceafrica.org/documents/analysing-the-economic-impact-of-south-africas-subsidy-housing-
instruments-cost-benchmarking-and-impact-on-the-economy/ 

 

The Centre for Affordable Housing Finance in Africa (CAHF) 

serves as the Secretariat of the African Union for Housing 

Finance (AHUF). CAHF has been operating as an independent 

think tank in South Africa since May 2014, pursuing its mission 

of making Africa’s housing finance markets work. CAHF’s work 

extends across the continent, and it is supported by and 

collaborates with a range of funders and partners. For more 

information, visit: www.housingfinanceafrica.org ` 

• Most of South Africa’s subsidy arrangements 

are developed to ensure the initial production of 

subsidised housing. This often does not 

consider the life cycle costs of housing to its 

occupants in sufficient depth, as well as the 

potential positive and negative externalities 

that could arise from alternative subsidy 

arrangements. 

 

• Finally, unspent housing budgets reduce the 

potential housing and economic impact that 

the subsidy programme could achieve. 

http://www.housingfinanceafrica.org/

